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When to buy video lecture of CA Final 
 

Dear Student Friends, 

It is a million dollar question, when to buy video lectures on pen drive or cloud mode and for 
which attempt?  It is a common dilemma among the students community. 

 

Our view on this is : 

(1)  If you can afford to wait, you may get the latest recording i.e. latest version. 

(2)  If you want to start your studies immediately (to avoid wastage of time), then buy whatever 
is available on the website at present without worrying about when it was recorded.  Your only 
worry is, if there are any changes, then what will happen?  The answer is - 

First of all, there are no amendments in this subject of SCM&PE.  However, there are only 
additional questions released by ICAI from time to time.  But as students love to call it as 
amendments, we have also given it a name "Amendment Batch". 

We have planned to come out with amendment notes (i.e. additional questions) after every 12 
months.  In these amendment notes, we are planning to cover RTP, Exam Paper and any 
additional Case Studies and Questions released by ICAI on its website, during last 12 months. 

The faculty will prepare the amendment batch notes (i.e. Questions & Answers) and will upload 
it on his website "Www.CaRakeshAgrawal.in".  You will find the soft copy in the section of 
"Students Corner".  You may download it free of cost and update yourself.   

In case if Rakesh Sir is able to conduct a live batch for amendments and gets it recorded, then 
we will also make these recorded lectures available for sale at a nominal price, on the same 
website.  If it is not possible to conduct a live batch for recording purpose, then atleast PDF file 
will be available on our website. 

The pricing strategy shall be cost neutral and content neutral.  For example - 

MRP of Version 1 Lectures + MRP of Amendment Batch 1 = MRP of Version 2 Lectures 

MRP of Version 2 Lectures + MRP of Amendment Batch 2 = MRP of Version 3 Lectures 

At present CA Final SCM&PE (Version 3) is available for sale on our website.  PDF file of 
Amendment Batch 3 is also available for free downloading (no recorded lecture available). 

You may say : Version 3 + Amendment Batch 3 = Version 4 (may be recorded in future) 

Note : Due to Corona Virus situation, live batches have stopped at Pune.  There is an 
uncertainty about when we will resume the live batches again. In such a situation of uncertainty, 
we cannot give you the expected date of launching Version 4.  

 

Our Suggestion : 

We feel that "Time" is the most important resource for CA students.  The earlier you start your 
studies, better it is for you.  You should be left with some time for doing revision and self testing 
before the exam.  You cannot study all the subjects in last 6 months before the exam.   

Hence, it is better to buy the product available on website at present and start your studies 
immediately.  Once you finish the regular batch, then you may either download the amendment 
notes free of cost or buy the amendment lectures at nominal price and update yourself.  The 
cost and contents will be the same, even if you wait for an updated version.  At the most, 
you will find some change in Sir's clothes, if you wait for new version. 

 

The final choice is yours.  You are the better judge for yourself.   

 

Team  CA Rakesh Agrawal 


